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APPROACH
The sequencing and scale of the recommended initiatives
are rooted in the robust engagement and analysis that was
undertaken in the Discovery phase and acknowledges that
what Loveland needs is not an overhaul but smart, strategic interventions and capitalization on key opportunities.
Taken incrementally and cumulatively, these initiatives provide the basis for an extraordinary future.
The pages that follow lay out the order and brief description
of initiatives. These initiatives are color coded by the primary job they perform that was described in the Discovery
phase. A more detailed Work Plan is provided for the first
36 months of work.

Understanding the Initiative’s Job to be Done
Settle down without settling
Home rehabs and infill development for young couples and
families; active adult condos and cottages; and amenities that
serve both markets

PLAN +
STRATEGY

PILOT +
PROGRAM

SMART
SMALL

DEVELOP +
GROW

FROM PLANNING TO DEVELOPMENT The Strategy focuses on implementing the Downtown
Strategic Development Plan through testing and tactical initiatives that create opportunities for
smart, small interventions. As this process unfolds, the larger, more visible and time-intensive
investments in real estate and infrastructure may be shaped and realized.

Go in feet first
Walkable streets and intersections; active street frontages; traffic
calming; and expanded bike/trail network
Experience management
Dedicated programming, marketing, and storytelling management
of Downtown public spaces and streets
Spend the day or stay the night
A full hospitality offering that attracts people to linger longer in
Downtown Loveland
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
A detailed site analysis is
provided in the Technical
Appendix.
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THE FIRST 36 MONTHS
KEY INITIATIVES
1
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5. Trailside restroom
facilities
6. Mid-block crossing of
Karl Brown Way
7. Redevelop warehouse
behind Magnolia’s

EADS FENCE

8. Create Downtown
Design Guidelines
9. Connect Harrison to
State Route 48

N

The first three years lay the groundwork for growth through
targeted policies, pilot projects that test and shape longer-term investments and management structures that will
facilitate many of the strategic recommendations.
This stage proves the market for future growth and creates
the mechanisms to smartly attract and engage that growth.
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10. O’Bannon Creek swimming hole

Most of the physical investments recommended during this
stage are comprised of work already underway, respond
to Loveland’s most near-term needs or take advantage of
clear opportunities that are achievable in today’s context.
Early stage delivery of these tangible initiatives provides
meaningful evidence of positive change while some of the
less visible operational and policy items are established
and the more complex investment initiatives are pursued.

11. AirBnB support program and guidelines
12. Parking management
13. Smart city strategy
14. Overflow parking
STRATEGY
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The First 36 Months: Lay The Groundwork For Growth

Painted pathway

THE LANDING Investment in unused space affords new way to experience the river

Mid-block connection

Bike valet service

PRECEDENT AND CHARACTER
This stage of work meets Loveland where it is today in
taking advantage of its character, celebrating new connections to the river and establishing modest means to keep
people in Downtown longer. Most of the initiatives recommended may be done with minimal modifications to inherited streets, parking lots, buildings and public spaces.

Warehouse reuse

Road diet pilot with community
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Swimming hole
STRATEGY
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The First 36 Months: Lay The Groundwork For Growth
CREATE A “DOWNTOWN LOVELAND, INC.”

Establish Commercial District Car Valet

Establish a “Downtown Loveland, Incorporated” (DLI) that
better leverages the existing Community Improvement Corporation (CIC) as real estate development facilitator. This
new entity would be primarily funded as a Special Improvement District (SID) that will:

Maintain and improve over time the Commercial District
Valet Service. As part of program, secure a permanent location to store valeted cars.

»» grow and manage brand

Install downtown street parking meters with tiered, demandbased pricing. Use on and off-line signage and improved
enforcement to clarify guest parking locations. Restrict private parking signage to stall signage only. Also, implement
online parking information system. Additional possibilities
exist for single space detections and a parking guidance
systems.

»» market and storytelling
»» parking management and fee collection
»» safe and clean ambassadorship
»» program public spaces (with initial focus on kids and
active adult programming)
»» trail programming/events

Implement parking management system

Develop bicycle valet service
Create a free, secure trailside bicycle valet service that
allows convenient storage of bikes and encourages guests
to spend more time in Downtown Loveland.

Redevelop land behind Moose Lodge into expanded
overflow parking

This new entity will also implement and manage the following plan recommendations:

Install trailside restroom facilities
Install trailside Portland Loos or a similar restroom facility.
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1. CIC and/or City funding
2. Property assessment
3. Parking fees
4. Events
5. Sponsorships
6. Grants

Develop Loveland’s Smart City strategy
Develop strategy to implement Downtown WiFi and 5G
connectivity in conjunction with other infrastructure, streetscape and storefront initiatives. Considerations should be
made of joint sharing infrastructure with the operator, with
potential funding from an OKI grant. Make consideration
for smart infrastructure - smart street lights, connected
signals, etc.

»» general beautification

POTENTIAL DLI
REVENUE STREAMS

Create overflow parking lot behind Moose Lodge for City
and retail employees and guest parking when demand for
Downtown surges. The lot should be gravel/permeable,
provide connections to the downtown core via a Levee-top
trail and sidewalks, lighting and simple signage.
STRATEGY
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The First 36 Months: Lay The Groundwork For Growth
OTHER INITIATIVES
Work with Google and Waze to reroute
through-traffic
Obtain local administration rights to reroute through-traffic
around Loveland and to optimize general downtown Loveland destinations to Linda Cox and Moose parking lots.

Create mid-block crossing of Karl Brown Way at
Magnolia’s
Connect existing Little Miami Scenic Trail to riverfront
via a new mid-block crossing at Karl Brown Way in front
of Magnolia’s. The signage for the new crossing should
include the height detection warning system for the railroad underpass.

Develop Downtown Design Guidelines
Create an online set of Downtown Design Guidelines for
mixed-use and residential development that maintains the
character and general human scale of Downtown Loveland
through principled adaptive reuse and new development.

Develop AirBnB support program and guidelines
Create a proactive set of tools and guidelines to support the
development of AirBnBs as accessory dwelling units, apartments and cottages. Market units on Downtown Loveland,
Inc. website and create simple City registration to track and
assess nominal yearly administration fee for units.

Redevelop warehouse and surrounding grounds
behind Magnolia’s
Create an active riverfront ground floor with uses above in
warehouse behind Magnolia’s.

Pilot West Loveland Avenue Road Diet
Work with West Loveland community residents and business owners to conceptualize, develop and test a reduction
in travel lanes from 4 to 2 (3 at intersections). This process
will inform funding and design for ultimate permanent
changes to the street and bridge.

Build Harrison connection to State Route 48
Connect Railroad Avenue to State Route 48 via an extended
Harrison Street connection.

Build O’Bannon Creek Swimming Hole
Construct a swimming hole at the base of the Little Miami
Scenic Trail bridge as an extension of Nisbet Park.
DOWNTOWN STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN LOVELAND, OHIO
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The First 36 Months: Lay The Groundwork For Growth
WEST LOVELAND AVE. ROAD DIET PILOT
Today, West Loveland Avenue has four lanes between
Loveland-Madeira Road and Downtown. This condition creates unnecessary bottle necks at either end and induces
speed in between making living, working and walking on
the Avenue untenable. To better improve traffic flow at
safe speeds while expanding the trail network west out of
Downtown, a pilot road diet is recommended that will convene West Loveland residents and business owners with
the City to develop, implement and test a variety of options
through temporary measures. By shrinking the street to
two travel lanes, the additional pavement may be used for
some combination of trail, green buffer and parking (two
options shown here). The ultimate conclusions reached
from the pilot project will go on to inform more permanent
street modifications in subsequent phases of work. As part
of the project, sufficient funding should be made available
for engineering-level analysis prior and during the life of the
pilot project to ensure successful transition from pilot to
final project.

Existing West Loveland Avenue section (facing west)
DOWNTOWN STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN LOVELAND, OHIO

Option A with parking and bike lanes

Option B with a two-way cycle track
STRATEGY
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The First 36 Months: Lay The Groundwork For Growth

THE LANDING adaptively reuses the warehouse behind Magnolia’s to better connect Loveland to its river. Improvements to Karl
Brown Way are also shown.
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36-Month Work Plan
Downtowns are complex
places and the enormity of
tasks, responsibilities and
opportunities can at times
be overwhelming. To aid
in breaking Loveland’s big
vision down into manageable chunks, the Strategy
includes a live, cloud-based
36-Month Work Plan for
project leaders and stakeholders to build specific
work tasks into their quarterly work flow. This matrix
may be updated with real
time results and filtered by
any number of criteria to
hone in exactly on the priority at any given time.

CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
THE WORK PLAN
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YEARS 3 TO 5
KEY INITIATIVES
1. Build new West Loveland Avenue
2. Activate green next to
Jack Rabbit
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8. Riverfront development
9. Eads redevelopment
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In years 3 to 5, bolder initiatives are made possible and
shaped by earlier investments. A reimagined West Loveland Avenue may be invested in confidently using the
intelligence gathered in the pilot stage. A Downtown, Inc.
can proactively recruit and manage complementary retail
to Downtown, manage assets such as parking, market
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Downtown and manage public events and programming.
This new organization, in conjunction with the City, will work
to attract quality development on key sites such as Eads
Fence, the City Hall site and along the riverfront. Downtown
Design Guidelines will be used to ensure that the type and
scape of development is appropriate to Loveland.
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Years 3 to 5: Investments That Shape Bolder Initiatives

NEW DEVELOPMENT Design Guidelines and improved market will make high quality possible.

Permanent West Loveland Ave.

Loveland Inn or Bed & Breakfast

Shared surface streets

Active green space

PRECEDENT AND CHARACTER
Given the size, density and importance of signature sites
and projects that are likely to occur over the next five years,
getting the most out of design will be essential. Smartly
administered development and design guidelines will be
necessary to ensure that no value is left on the table and
that each project meaningfully contributes to the life and
diversity of Downtown through new retail, hospitality, residential and public spaces such as streets and plazas.
Trailside cottage development

Infill retail development
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Infill retail development
STRATEGY 12
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Years 3 to 5: Investments That Shape Bolder Initiatives

RAILROAD AVENUE AND LITTLE MIAMI SCENIC TRAIL The bike trail and Railroad Avenue should be enhanced with the City
Hall redevelopment (left).
DOWNTOWN STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN LOVELAND, OHIO
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Years 3 to 5: Investments That Shape Bolder Initiatives
Build new West Loveland Avenue
Based on findings of pilot project, design, fund and build
a new West Loveland Avenue between Loveland-Madeira
Road and Karl Brown Way.

Activate green next to Jack Rabbit
Create an events and amenity program on the green next
to Jack Rabbit.

Open a boutique hotel
Identify potential sites/buildings and recruit a boutique
hotel or Bed and Breakfast operator to develop and manage.

Open a breakfast diner
Identify potential sites and buildings and recruit a diner
operator to Downtown

Explore a connection at Railroad Avenue and Karl
Brown Way at mid-block crossing
Create a narrow driveway connection between Railroad
Avenue and Karl Brown Way at Magnolia’s/Montgomery
Cycle. This project should preserve parking and provide
safe passage for the trail. A four way stop should be created at Karl Brown Way mid-block crossing.
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Improve Karl Brown Way between Magnolia’s and
Railroad underpass
Create sidewalks, patios, planting areas and, where possible, on-street parking along Karl Brown Way in between
new mid-block crossing at Magnolia’s and the railroad
underpass.

Relocate City Hall and redevelop current site into
mixed-use development
Relocate City Hall and redevelop site into mixed-use development that includes but is not limited to market-rate
housing, retail, hospitality and parking. The design is subject to the Downtown Design Guidelines and should focus
its retail to the west along Railroad and to the south along
Loveland Avenue, if appropriate. This project would also
include a new street and trail design between Loveland
Avenue and Harrison along Railroad Avenue.

Riverfront Development
Package Karl Brown Sites (Vet and Eagles) into one development opportunity and solicit a qualified developer. The
development would be subject to the Downtown Design
Guidelines.

Eads Redevelopment
Solicit a qualified developer to redevelop the Eads Fence
property into a new downtown neighborhood. The development would be subject to the Downtown Design Guidelines.

STRATEGY 14
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Years 3 to 5: Investments That Shape Bolder Initiatives

LOVELAND TRAILSIDE DEVELOPMENT The redevelopment of Eads should treat the trail as its front door to a village-scaled
mixed-use neighborhood.
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YEARS 5 TO 10 AND BEYOND
KEY INITIATIVES
1. Intersection
reconfiguration
2. Extend Railroad Avenue
to Broadway Street
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Loveland will be in a much better position to make the
necessary infrastructure changes once it understands the
impact of additional development, new management structures and focused changes to how people move throughout
the city. For instance, redevelopment of Eads and City Hall,
coupled with the West Loveland Avenue road diet will significantly inform the demand for more significant changes,
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such as reconceiving how Loveland Avenue crosses the rail
corridor or how people enter Downtown from the southeast
along Broadway. The eventual need and details of these
projects will hinge upon changes to traffic patterns and
increased demand for walkable and bikeable connections
to and through Downtown.
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Years 5 to 10 and Beyond: Informed Infrastructure Change
COMPREHENSIVE
PLAN
CONSIDERATIONS
»» Multi-Purpose Civic
Center location study
»» Trail connection to High
School
Shared surface intersection

»» Citywide bike plan
»» Alternatives to get
non-Downtown traffic
out of Downtown
»» METRO Bus connection
to Uptown and Downtown Cincinnati
»» Loveland-Madeira Detail
Development Plan
»» School relocation

SQUARE ABOUT Open flow, shared surface intersections

Intersection and plaza paving

PRECEDENT AND CHARACTER

Potential new street standards

Shared street
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Curbless shared street

Earlier initiatives will improve Loveland as a walkable,
pedestrian-first environment. More significant infrastructure investments provide an opportunity to double down on
a new culture of streets that not only prioritize the pedestrian, but more active development and a mix of different
street uses for civic purposes such as festivals. These
projects further improve the experience and hospitality of
Downtown while more regional transportation needs are
addressed through the Comprehensive Planning process
that will inform long-range projects outside of Downtown.
STRATEGY 17
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Years 5 to 10 and Beyond: Informed Infrastructure Change
Extend Railroad Avenue to Broadway Street
Explore, design and fund the extension of Railroad Avenue
to Broadway Street.

Intersection reconfiguration
Explore, design and fund a reconfigured Loveland Avenue
at State Route 48/Second Street.

Confirm feasibility of Broadway Square-About
Explore, design and fund a reconfigured Broadway and
State Route 48/Second Street intersection.

Develop parcels
Develop sites created by reconfigured Loveland Avenue
and Second Street reconfiguration

THE FUTURE OF LOVELAND STREETS Over time, the norm for Loveland’s streets should
become more pedestrian dominated, shared streets.
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
TRAILSIDE DEVELOPMENT

THE LANDING

RIVERFRONT DEVELOPMENT

CITY HALL REDEVELOPMENT
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